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FERTILIZES INDUSTRY -BT THJ UHITx]D ARAB Ri2PUBLIC

Chemical fertilizers are of paramount importance for the UAR for - many

reasons, the most important of which are the following:

A. The number,of main crops is equal tc 1.8 crop per year compared to one

crop only in many parts of the?, world. Therefore the land must be

provided with the appropriate amount of fertilizers to preserve, its

high rate of productivity.

33. The area of land that could be cultivated is limited according to the

quantity of water which could be stored by. Jhe various daps and barrages

..- , erected, at various places across the riverj IMs f^ct Aow&, theiaportajice of

increasing the land productivity in the vertical direction, and adequate

fertilisation is one of the important means to :achieve this increase.

•0$ .••• The continually increasing population bf the Republic deem u£t necessary

to increase the production of the land, to cope with the consumption of

the population in food and clothing,, and in the meantime maintain the

...... same rate of the famous cotton exportation of the UAR tc the various

parts of the world, x . .. . . v . -

D« ■;,■' The progrBssive increase in the standard of living of the population

: iaf the UAR since the revolution in 1952 is increasing-the consumption

$e|? "capita" of food and clothing which aire based en high agrlcultiiral

productivity.

For these and .other reasons the UAR is considered one of the high

consumers of chemical fertilizers per unit cultivated ao^ea in the

wh,pl world. : '
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.II• WHAT FERTILIZES

Agronomists of the UAR hayebeeia carrying out researches on fertilization

for the assessment of the quantities of the various groups of fertilizers for

the various types of land., r"':;;" ■•■"••'■■ • :

The results 'of their 'work could "be summarized in the following :

The most important group1 of fertilizers for the land of the UAR are the

I nitrogen fertilizers| they show considerable effect on the crop in

quantity,and quality (except for the leguminous crops).

The consumption of the nitrogen fertilizers is also ever increasing. It

. was :estimated in the year 1952 at 670,000 tons "based on 15,«5 p.er cent

nitrog^.^ijli&'ith^^eai' 19€:2:the!"consumption was estimated jit.J,250,000

tons based ;Qnvd5^5:P^^'ceiitt iixtrdgen. The consumption in the, year 1970

is expected to exceed 2,2$0,000 tons based on 15.5 per cent nitrogen,

due to the increase in the cultivated area due to the high dam project

as well as the increase of the rate of fertilization per unit area'of

cultivated land. . ,..;. . ;, - ;

The phospljprus fertilizers come next in importance to the nitrogen

fertilizers. The total consumption however is much less., and in 1960 it

was 260,000 tons based on 15 per cent ?2 Q<- (phosphorus pentoxide). The

consumption in the 197Q is expected to reach 1.3 million tons on the

same bases. Agronomists however indicate that the consumption of phos

phorus fertilizers should approximate.50 per cent of the nitrog^r

fertilizers consumption.

The. potassium fertilizers ar;e of vdry little importance for the

\ agrip-ulture in the UAR. The agronomists state that the cultivated area

is rich in potassium and that for most of the crops we shall not need

potassium fertilizers for a large number of years.

Mixed and complex fertilizers

In spite of the well known advantages of the utilization of mixed and

complex fertilizers, yet neither farmers nor agronomists believe in their

employment yet. Agronomists believe that tho plants need the various

fertilizers at different times and due to the alkalinity of the soil, part
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of the soluble phosphate is transferred to insoluble form befor^

needs it| and therefore the application of mixed and complex fertilizers. .

meajas a certain reduction in the availability of the phosphorus part in ;

'the 'fertilizers* . . , ... .... :.:,:..::,- , .' i.r.yy ••'•■•.■■■:. :c

III. THE PRESENT SITUATION OF TILS NI1K0GM

FERTILIZERS IHDUSTRY

Although the nitrogen fertilizers are more important than t^e phosphorus

fertiiizersi yet 'ihe nitrogen fertilizers industry started^only .after the.,.,

^second world war with the Suez Plant for the production of calcium nitrate

15»5 per cent nitrogen and an annual capacity of 200,000 tons• The production

is planned on the utilization of petrolexim refin^y waste §as,es "mostly •.

methaiie'f as the raw material for ammonia synthesis which is- oxidized to .■

nitric acid. The acid is neutralized with limestone to obtain, the calcium.

nitrate fertilizer. . t \ •; v ■*- -

Calcium nitrate, is Mghly. soluble, and. therefore suitable for crops'

like maize and vegetables etc.

After the reyoliition|v^.hydro^electric power station was. executed at •

the old Aswan dam. The transmission of the generated power to Cairo was^not

economical, and it was planned to use the power of this station, for the

electrolysis "of water and use the fcydrogen for ammonia, ^yntbe^i3 then •

oxidize Half the animonia to nitric acid. The nitric acid is then neutralized

with th^ other- half -of the atmmonia. The ammonium nitrat0 produced, is then

diluted t0 20.5Sper cent nitrogen by mixing it with pulverized limestone.

The Aswin> Plant "well ^known: as Kima" started prdduction in i960. Its capacity

is about 550,000 tons per year. Howevei1, Kirna started to produce ammonium

nitrate with a concentration of 26 per cent nitrogen.

The Suez Plant was extended twice. The first extension increased the

r aiiMt^l capacity from ^00,000; tons' to 250,000 tons of calcium nitrate and

was; executed in 1958. Th^: Second "extension was the installation of a

complete Ammonium Sulphate Plant 20.6ft^er cent hitrcge© with an annual

capacity of 100,000 tons. The process is based on burning sulphur to

sulphuric acid, then neutralizing the sulphuric acid with ammonia. The
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ammonium sulphate is. the. most appropriate^ fertiliser, for rice .and,

Cr°?S#.,,^'tl1 resa?d to — f-lkalinity.afthec;s:pil;.the ammonium; sulphates ,
leaves behind the sulphate ion which partly neutralizes this alkalinity^ In

other words, the ammonium sulphate improves the physicochemieal, characteristics

of the soil.

IV. PRESMT SITUATION IN TR3 PHOSPHQRtfS INDUSTRY

r ;The first plant was installed at Kafr EL Zayat in 1^37 with a [capacity

°f 11-J°°° tO^ .?f .^^-^^osiPliate 15. per cent P2 0_ per year. Th^, processing
is based on ^treating th.e: rock phosphate jni.n:ed in .many parts ,of UM with: ;■

_ sulphuric acid produced by the contact process. The; raw material for the.( ■

sulphuric acid is iron pyrites imported from; Cyprus,. Spain and other parts

of the world. The. second plant, was installed at: Abou Zaabal in 1944 with; a:

capacity of^ aboutJO ,000 tons per year., The; processing at Abou Zaabal ia the

same as Kafr EL Zayat i.e. using iron pyrites for the ^roductipn of sulphuric

acid and then treating the rock phosphate with sulphuric acid.

The UAR is rich in rock phosphate deposits. It exists in the lile . ' :,.

Valley at Edfo, on the red sea shore at Fafaga and Kosseir, and in the new

valley in the western desert. ~ ''''" '" ';'''"'"" ";''""
.'.i. •".'"

The first Five Yeai-s Plan covere.d the extensions necessary to produce -

616,000 tons per year. These( extens;i,o^.v^l be:,discussed in detail latws*. I

:. i : Most of the super^phos-phateiis ocM-sumed'for the fertilization of -: :1 i:

leguminous, crops. However, .the"Ministry of Agriculture is popularizing its

fertilisation: for almost, all.the crops -to reach a consumption figure of :

1;.j3 mllliQn; tons planned, for the year 1970. r . ' ; • ,,

V. PROJECTED PRODUCTION- II THS NIT10GEJT F3RTI1123RS;^INDUSTRY ' ' •'

A' .^he first,;FiveiY;ears Plan included projects to increase the production to

about 2,250,000 tons per year on tho>bases of 15.5 per-"cent nitrogen. The

project could.be summarized as follows: ' - "''
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a) At Suezz .,.;-.,.- -y^t L-? ^...v'.; •--:■• - , .•; ■;

A projects to install..a...p3.ant to produce 26Qr0p0 tons; per year of

caiCJi,.: ::i tyat e 1 5« 3 "pop cont. ^itrpgoru:.,: _ ::.;

and a project; to install a plant to produce 160,000 tons per year

■ j . ,.:■■.:..' :.of ammohiuml'nitrate-limest one 20*5 per'Centlriitrogen*

'b--). At Helwans • " -X ;"" ■'■ ■ - • • . ■• l-": .•••.. .---.„■ -I'-.'. .. .;7-".;:.. ■„.;:;^..l^;_ili.J.. -;i-

A project: to install a plant to produce;400^000-;^.tons ;of ammonium

. , . nitrate-limestone per year with-a content of 2O«5 P^^ cent

.■■"■ c) At Alexandria; . .^ ; ; .. • w^. '•■'■>'■.

A projects to install a plant within the Petro Chemical .complex to

produce 200^000 tons aipKXiium nitrate 20♦ 5 V®* cen'fe nitrogen

... ...:..'.. , per year*.... r_, v.. .. ; . .. ... . :. ., ..,-. •

The contracts of the a"bove mentioned projects were ppnQlud^d and the

execution is in progress* It, should "be noted here? that, the total production

of these projects added to the existing production reaches the target of

consumption of 197O«

■b; projects withis the seejqed five years plm

The. reliability .of the riitrogen fertilizer industry on local

materials and the experience gained during this period has, eno.ouivagod the

Authorities to add some more projects within the second Five Years Plan for

the purpose of securing on the one hand self■■■sufflTSlendy'ln""^^^^' the

consumption exceedB the estimated figures in 1970? It will also servo to

satisfy the needsrof-some neighbouring countries* The projects ares

'..,,r: At .-Suez: . , . •. -,,-,,•:■.■ ,• ,:, -. . ■ ■-,■• .. .-.,:•/:./....

A projects to produce 200,000 tons of .ammonium sulphate ;per year 20o6

per cent nitrogen. The process is "based on the double

decomposition between ammonium carbonate and gypsum existing

in. the .Sinai peninsula, : ■-.. : .. , ;v

At Helwans." '•■ , ■..'•''•■"-; -..-■•. ■ ■:"",:.'-. ""■?■ ■'' ''•l'i: :V ■■"'■"•■■-' -"'■'■■ ■ ■■

Iwo plants are projected:- : : ; f

The first project to produce 200^000 tons ammonium nitrate per year

20e5 per cent nitrogeno
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The other project to install a Urea Plant with a capacity of 95,000 tons

: -;..v. ■.,.:...;. ,:no- 0 Per. jear 46.0 per cent nitrogen. ?:;:--•--...:^ ' ■"

All the-^9J.ftcts at Helwan are based on using the Coke Oven Gas as the „

';: ■ -■ ;raw material for: ammonia synthesis, >

VI. PROJECTED PRODUCTION IN THj PHOSPHATIC FERTILIZERS INDUSTRY

,,.A, .The first Five Years Plan inoinri^ ^ ™ i ^nZTrb-fctt'z:

''■-• — -:' a) At;, Kafr EL Zavatt. . : .., , \ ' ■

An extension of the plant with a capacity of 115,000 tons per year

15 per cent Pg Cy The acid for the extension will be obtained by

.....,,„„, burning sulphur. This extension started'irOa^ctibn-iii 1964.

b) At. Abou Zaabali ,. .

An extension is planned to increase the total capacity to 186,000

,■:,:■.;.. .s-j.;.^? per year°. ;It is expected to start production in 1966.

-■ ' b) At AssiutV (. -.:... ,; =;■:,■ . . ,

-,,:t;;:= A. plant is projected to produce 200,000 tons ..per year. This .j,lant

is expected to start production in 1967. ,,.,.

The production of all these projects is based on 15 per cent P 0 .
2 ■ 5

r*: .It co;dd;be seen that. ;the total production when the first Five Years

Plan ia.exeowtei-fill bg,:6i 6^,0. tons. 5er year, which is more tha^i the
.expeetei consump t-i on in.;197O«

,,..l.. Five' Years Plm^rvnT,^* :a phosphorus complex plant to be
"• fitstalledln^wan, -This complex-include^, a plant to produce 100,000 tons

pe^r year of triple super phosphate %5 per cent^ 0y Moreover the second
Five Years Plan includes a unit with a capacity of 400,000 tons per year of

:; ordinary super-phosphate ;to,be/:installed within the Sooietl'El ^asr

d'engrais et d1 industries chimiques. '■ " ""

VII. POTASSIUM FSRT1LI231S

Although potassium fertilizer are hardly used in the UAR yet a project

was incorporated within the second Five Years Plan to produce 5>200 tons

per year of potassium sulphate recovered from the mother"liquor in ethyl
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alcohol distillation. This quantity is expected to Tie obtained at a

» '- reasonable cost and expected, to., be enough $ov the time being*,.> .,
r - =••■.■■■••■■■•'.■■ -■ :-■■■■•' ■-•■ "■■■'• ■••■■••' :;;;' ■■■'■-'■ ■■■■■■■■ ■ ■" ' ■■ ■. ■
v

Most, of the peasants obtain their.. papure.- from, thoiT; catttlo sheds. . :

However.various projects wil.1 be. i^$t;all$cL in- spme^ coimtries; to trawafe&; the

waste of the towns collectedly Mionicipalities to manure, and sell it to -.
«•".».' ...•,•'■■ -■ •■

peasants at reasonable prices* The manure obtained in this way will be

important for' bonditibiiing the newly reclaimed sandy soil based on the high

IX* MIXED AiTD CO3^LEX'PEaTILIZJ]RS "

Although no projects are included for the production of mixed and

complex fertilizers (for the reasons mentioned before); yet agronomists are

Started carrying out intensive researches on the utilization of mixed and

complex fertilizers for various crops* The results of their studies will

indicate the future trend in the fertilizers industry in the tlAR,

X. SOME DIFFICULTIES jUJCOUIToIIKSD

At Corrosion problems:

a) Vanadium-existing in the fuel oil employed for externally heating

the reformer tubes- was found to corrode badly the refractory linning

of the reformers, the stainless steel reformer tubes, and the chimney#

Low vanadium fuel oil.must be useed for such purposes to reduce tho

corrosion rate and therefoxe recUaoa .the stoiJpago Of operation*

b) Corrosion of electrodes in water electrolysis: tke electrode plating

must be perfectly done otherwise corrosion takes place and undue

stoppage of production for replacement of electrodes must take placc#

c) The sulphur content of the feed stock as well as the fuel oil also

cause corrosion troubles. Adequate methods should be employed t*.

remove, or at least reduce the sulphur content.
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B. Bagging Prqblemst .-,<■ ;■,.•;.... ,,; ■:.,.,. -..•■•. . . ... ,., ■,-..,. ,.

Thu dela&i'estfr.cd1 :of nitrate fertilizers necessitate taking appropriate

measures for the silos, like air conditioning etc., also the corrosion nature

of such materials necessitate special treatment for the silos and providing

the -bags wi-th ah iitfprevibus layer to prevent contact between fertilizers and

:thfe ^ctemaT atmosphere. This^ increase* the cost of bagging and therefore,
inoreases- the over-all; cost of the fertilizers, ' ^ ' }l ' ' ' r;

JIany experiments were conducted on various types of bags.

The most appropriate was found to be jute bags lined with crepe.paper '•
with a layer of polyethylene in between.




